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From basic nutrition principles to the latest nourishment therapies for common diseases, Williams'
Essentials of Nutrition & Diet Therapy, 11th Edition offers a good foundation in the fundamental
knowledge and abilities you should provide effective individual care. Authors Eleanor Schlenker
and Joyce Gilbert address nourishment over the lifespan and within the city, with an focus on
health advertising and the consequences of culture and religion on nutrition. Evidence-based
info, real-world case scenarios, multi-colored illustrations, boxes, and tables assist you to learn
to apply essential nutrition principles and therapies in medical practice.Key terms identified in
the written text and defined on the page help reinforce essential concepts.Perspective used
boxes give you practice elements for nutrition education.Evidence-Based Practice boxes
summarize current research findings.Diet-Medicine Interactions boxes provide diet-warnings
related to specific prescription medications.UPDATED!Health Promotion section devoted solely
to wellness advertising and wellness stresses healthy lifestyle choices and prevention while the
best "medication. MyPlate replaces former Food Guide Pyramid. Streamlined content material
supplies the essentials of nourishment and diet therapy.Case research illustrate key concepts in
authentic, "real-life" scenarios that reinforce learning and promote nutritional
applications.Websites of Curiosity call-outs cite key websites with ideas for further research and
exploration of varied nutrition topics by the end of each chapter. Dietary Recommendations for
Americans reflect 2010 changes. Clinical nutrition chapters cover the latest guidelines and
medicines.NEW!"Concentrate on Food Security boxes alert you to meals safety issues related to
a particular nutrient, age group, or condition.NEW! NEW!Focus on Tradition boxes introduce
you to cultural competence and the particular nutritional needs, health problems, and
appropriate interventions applicable to different cultural, ethnic, racial and age ranges.
Review questions emphasize vital considering.NEW!Complementary and Option Medicine (CAM)
boxes offer uses, contraindications, and advantages/disadvantages of common types of
herbal products and supplements and potential interactions with prescription or over-the-
counter medications.
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I enjoyed reading this I needed this for my Nut course I'm taking in grad school. It's an excellent,
nice to check out, and informative book and I actually enjoy reading it (doesn't happen
frequently with textbooks! Five Stars it is precisely what we expected and came on time Five
Stars good price Five Stars Great product! Great textbook. Used it for my nutrition launch
class. Great textbook... Good study material for anyone who's interested in nutrition. Good
study material for anyone who's interested . Five Stars plenty of good information in an
readable format Very please Great book :) Was great min. Recommend! Thanks Amazon!) you
may still utilize the older edition to save money good book, nonetheless it seems that there has
not been very much changed since the previous edition. Contacted customer service and they
refunded me the difference. Also, I rented it for higher amount then it really is now. highlight
good textbook My textbook is a little worn, but I'm currently getting my use from it on the first
time of college.
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